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Abstract. In this paper authors review several fundamental issues necessary for 
the design of inclusive human-computer interaction systems. The main 
objective is to vindicate the adoption of the Universal Accessibility paradigm in 
the design of main stream applications. Given that the authors think that current 
technology and design methods and tools are mature enough for inclusive 
design, they studied the conditions for its full deployment and propose the 
elimination of the found obstacles. In this paper, after justifying the importance 
of the Design for All, the main restrictions to inclusive design are reviewed and 
the need for a user oriented approach is showed. Other crucial matters to ensure 
inclusive design, such as user full participation and ethical and social impact 
avoidance, are analyzed. To finish, the role of the Assistive technology, in 
relation to Design for All is discussed. 
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1   Rationale 

Experience shows that a large amount of human-computer interaction systems are 
designed for someone conceived as the "standard man" leaving out the scope all the 
people with different physical, sensory or cognitive features. Having in mind that the 
most common human characteristic is just variety, most designs do not completely fit 
individual user’s needs. 

The problem of matching product features with users' characteristics is most 
frequently addressed by the own user adapting himself or herself as much as possible 
to the interface. As a consequence, people that are no able to adapt themselves are 
simply left out of the possibility of use these products or services. 

There currently exist design techniques and methodologies able to address users’ 
diversity, by means of modelling and adaptation [1]. Nevertheless, they are not 
enough known and used. In fact, the marginalization of large sectors of users was –
and frequently is– justified by limitations of technology. Nowadays we know that 
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technology can be designed in a most inclusive way avoiding the inclusion of 
unnecessary barriers. 

Inclusive Design aims to consider the needs of all the users in main stream 
applications and not only in the systems especially designed for people with physical, 
sensorial or cognitive restrictions.  

2   Advantages of Inclusive Design 

Inclusive Design is based on the convincement that humans are naturally very diverse. 
The partition into "normal users" and "other users" is artificial and the frontiers 
between both populations are arbitrary. In fact, there are abundant examples where 
technology eliminated or alleviated these frontiers. Something as simple as glasses –
nowadays of common use– allow several people with eyesight restrictions to enhance 
their vision. More complex technologies, such as computers, give people with motor 
and speech impairments a way to personal and remote communication, and to control 
their environment. 

Evidently, Inclusive Design has ethic and social fundaments. Universal 
Accessibility is supported by the convincement that all the human beings have the 
same rights. In practical terms this means that they should be able to access to the 
same services and to enjoy the same opportunities. Technological designs that 
unnecessarily establish barriers to universal use effectively exclude users with 
physical, sensory or cognitive restrictions. 

In addition, to its ethics roots, inclusive technology is highly practical and useful. It 
frequently has a higher impact over the market because accessible products are 
directed to a broader population of potential consumers. In fact, people without 
disabilities usually find inclusive technology easier and more usable. On the other 
hand, the new ways to interact with mobile and ubiquitous technology frequently 
require hand and sight free interaction, and as a result they can very much benefit 
from Inclusive Design. For instance, people wanting to read their email while they 
drive to work do need auditory interfaces, similarly to several vision impaired people. 
In addition they will need voice input to enter commands to the system, similarly to 
many people with severe motor restrictions. 

It is frequently argued that Inclusive Design (for instance accessible web design) is 
not more expensive that standard design. We cannot deny that accessible design 
requires higher effort from the designer. That means the need of knowledge and 
experience on this kind of design, longer development periods, etc. Nevertheless, it is 
proved that accessible products are of higher quality. In fact, usability and 
accessibility are included as quality measurement figures of merit in a number of 
software methodologies. 

3   Current Restrictions to Inclusive Design 

Even if Inclusive Design advantages have been frequently acknowledged, there is 
little advancement in Inclusive Design of commercial ICT products. This may be due 
to a combination of factors. Let us discuss some of them. 
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• The lack of awareness of universal design. Numerous HCI designers frequently 
ignore that they can design for a broader population simply avoiding the inclusion 
of certain features that put difficulties to the accessibility by a number of users. 

In order to avoid this problem there exist a number of initiatives that promote the 
Design for All, such as the European Design for All e-Accessibility Network1. 
EDeAN produces resources to enhance the awareness among designers of the need 
for universal access. In particular, they provide links to diverse initiative to promote 
accessible design, such as The Centre for Accessible Environments, CAE2, were 
useful references [2], can be found. 

In addition, it is necessary to educate current and future designers in the use of 
methods and tools for Design for All. Universal Accessibility aims, techniques, tools, 
etc., should be well known by engineering students, in order to avoid this lack of 
awareness in their future professional activity. To this end, the Inclusive Design 
Curriculum Network, IDCnet3, produced a number of comprehensive documents 
addressing the needs of industry for the graduate profile and analyzing what 
constitutes Design for All knowledge. ICDnet studied a DfA core knowledge and 
analyzed the needed skill sets in order to propose a model curricula and 
recommendations to teach it. In addition, the current situation in USA and Europe was 
reviewed and policy recommendations on Design for All related higher education for 
EU countries were issued. IDCnet results have been summarized in [3]. 

• The lack of knowledge about user needs. Most HCI professionals usually design 
without having a previous analysis of the users needs. Their designs are frequently 
based in their own mental model of the task, their own capabilities and likes, etc.  

In order to prevent this approach, there exist user-centred design methodologies 
[4]. They give special attention to early user features gathering, and to usability 
evaluation thought the complete design process. Therefore it is crucial to instruct HCI 
designers to use user-centred design methodologies. 

When speaking about Universal Design, people having physical, sensory or 
cognitive restrictions should also be taken into account, although most designers 
ignore their characteristics and needs. For this reason, it is highly recommendable to 
use Inclusive Design guidelines. Design guidelines usually collect recommendations 
for good practices in design collected by experts or coming from previous successful 
developments. More information about the use of Inclusive Design guidelines, and 
methodologies and tools for they application can be found in Nicolle 2001, Abascal 
2001 Abascal2005 [5, 6 , 7].  

In addition, it is important to emphasize that the use of Inclusive Design guidelines 
do not exclude the need for sound evaluations by real users as demanded by user-
centred methodologies. 

4   Conditions for Inclusive Design 

There are numerous “side” key issues that must be taken into account when Inclusive 
Design paradigm is adopted. 
                                                           
1 http://www.education.edean.org/ 
2 http://www.cae.org.uk/index.html 
3 http://www.idcnet.info/home 
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4.1   User Integration in the Project 

Inclusive Design is hardly possible without the full participation of the users in de 
whole design and development process. That means that the users must be present: 

• In all the phases of the process: not only when the product or service is finished 
and there is not opportunity to influence its redesign 

• As full participants: with capacity to influence the decisions. 
• Being paid: Frequently users are consulted about the results of a project. They 

knowledge and experience is not given any value, and they are expected to give 
their opinion free, just because this is good for them. 

• Under a code of conduct for experiments: experiments must be ethically 
conducted. Personal unnecessary data shouldn’t be collected. In case that private 
information is strictly necessary for the experiment, it should be coded in a way 
that the user can not be identified. Personal information must be erased after its 
use. In addition, frequently users feel that are they who are examined and not the 
product. Failures are assumed as their own limitation and not as product 
malfunction. To avoid several frustrating experiences that conduct to rejection to 
participate in ulterior users tests it is important to show to participants that 
malfunctions found in the experiments are most frequently due to the provisionally 
of the system, and to found them is just the objective of the experiment. 

4.2   Ethical Risks Avoidance 

• User autonomy: Avoid taking automatic decisions about the user without her or his 
consent.  

The system should take decisions about matters concerning the user only with it is 
strictly necessary, for example in risky situations. Even for pre-programmed low 
importance tasks, such as heating or lighting control, the user should maintain the 
control and have the possibility of override system decisions. Systems that 
automatically or remotely take decisions that affect the user autonomy must count 
with her or his informed consent [8]. 

• User privacy: Avoid to store, transmit or process data about the user or his/her 
activities that are not strictly necessary for the current application. 

Today’s technology allows easy and cheap user data gathering. Collected data are 
frequently not needed for the application and are taken “just in case” or for statistical 
purposes. It is important only to collect the needed data. In addition, this information 
must be deleted when it is not more necessary. If it is stored for statistical purposes, it 
must be guaranteed that it is not possible identify the user from these data [9, 10]. 

• User consent: always ask for the informed consent from the user.  

In case that sensible information has to be collected, for instance by health 
surveillance systems, or when the systems takes decision affecting them, for instance 
triggering an alarm when going out home, the users must previously know it and give 
their consent. In this case, there must exist alternatives –not merely disruption of the 
access to the service– for people not prone to give their consent. Otherwise the 
informed consent leads to something similar to coactions: if users do not give their 
consent they have to renounce to the whole service. 
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4.3   Social Risks Avoidance 

• Compensate the social impact of services that produce isolation. 

A number of remote services and applications may reduce human contact and 
socialization especially to users with mobility or communication restrictions. For 
instance, tele-care, tele-work and tele-learning provide good opportunities to people 
living in remote places or having motor disabilities to access to health, labour or 
formation services. Though, some people with disabilities would have fewer 
occasions for interpersonal relationships. Even if the creation of alternative actions to 
enhance the opportunities for human contact should be developed by policy makers, 
designers must be conscious of the likely social impact of their products and try to as 
much as possible reduce isolation effects caused by them [11]. 

5   Inclusive Design vs. Assistive Technology 

The aim of the Assistive Technology is to develop equipment specially adapted to the 
specific characteristics of users that cannot utilize standard input/output devices,  
such as keyboards, mice, screens, etc. Special interaction devices, such as one- 
key-scanning systems for severely motor impaired people or output devices such as 
Braille rows for blind people, allow computer use only if standard hardware and 
software in the computer is designed barrier-free [12]. That is, if it is designed for all.  

Universal Design recommends adding textual comments to the figures in the 
designing software applications, for instance. When interacting with these 
applications blind people are still unable to see the figures, but they can read the 
explanations in Braille or hear the output of a text-to-voice synthesizer. 

In addition, Universal Design requires that the own computer is accessible. If, for 
instance, the hardware puts barriers to the installation of non standard input/output 
equipment and its drivers, or the software prevents this equipment to capture standard 
input/output, assistive devices are useless. 

Therefore Design for All does not make unnecessary the development of special 
equipment for people with disabilities. On the contrary, even if the Design for All 
paradigm would be universally embraced and accessibility barriers were removed 
from all the designs, numerous people with disabilities would still need special 
input/output devices to be able to use computers and its applications [13]. 

5.1   The Need for a Model Leading Technology Development 

The design of technology is always framed in a model. Even if technologists are not 
aware of it, the subjacent model very much conditions starting points, methodologies 
and results. The absence of an explicit model frequently means that the research and 
development process is driven by technology availability. Designers having interest in 
developing such a technology imagine its application to the needs of a collective of 
people (mostly unknown for them). These experiences frequently produce good 
devices or services from the point of view of the technology but hardly successful 
from the users' point of view because they are expensive, difficult to be operated 
incompatible with other technologies needed by the same user, etc. 
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Having into account the issues previously analyzed in this paper, the use of an 
inclusive model for HCI development means: 

− Directing the process to a verified exiting problem 
− Knowing the actual needs of the potential users  
− Having into consideration the whole users: all their needs, their environment, the 

tasks performed, their likes and their physical, sensory and cognitive features 
− Verifying the successive design decisions with real users 
− Using technology proportional to the problem. Avoiding not really needed 

expensive fancy technology 
− Analyzing and avoiding any risks of ethical and social impact 

All these matters, considered as a whole, should be included in the standard 
software development methodologies, in order to be systematically addressed. The 
existence of associated development tools would also be very useful. 

6   Conclusion 

Current advancements in technology, and present design methodologies and tools 
allow an inclusive approach to HCI design that impedes the creation of barriers for 
users with physical, sensory or cognitive restrictions. 

To move forward in this direction it is necessary to enhance the awareness among 
designers on user diversity, to provide them with inclusive guidelines and user centred 
methodologies and design tools. User participation in the whole development process 
must be also seriously implemented. All these issues must be framed in a model that 
takes into consideration all the factors affecting the process: users, their environment, 
expected tasks, the economical and social context, etc. 
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